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A brief yet detailed look into the world of Air Plants!Today only, get this book for just $2.99.

Regularly priced at $5.99.Read on your PC, Mac, smart phone, tablet or Kindle

device.YouÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re about to discover...I want to thank you for downloading the book, Air Plants.

This book contains all the information that you need to know about Air Plants in a compact and to

the point format. The book is targeted toward people who love to learn about purchasing, caring for

and reviving Air Plants which are great for individuals who have limited space and time for plants.

The book begins with a look at how to go about choosing an Air Plant according to your space and

general life constraints. There are also tips for purchasing which let you know how and where to buy

these plants. As with any plant, Air Plants need a certain level of attention. This book goes into

detail as to how exactly to maintain your Air Plants so that they remain healthy and beautiful. Tips

for how to display your Air Plant and what tools to use will give you a head-start when it comes to

making the most of the space you have. Disease protection is essential and this book outlines how

to deal with rot, disease and even pests. Finally, more information on Air Plants is given as well as

how to possibly turn this hobby into a viable business. Here Is A Preview Of What You will

Learn...How to choose Air Plants for beginnersMore about the Air Plant familyShopping for an Air

PlantCreating an environment for your Air PlantWatering and caring for your Air PlantHow to display

your Air PlantHow to protect your Air Plant from diseaseReviving Air PlantsAdditional Air Plant

resourcesDownload your copy today!Take action today and get this book for a limited time discount

of only $2.99!
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Air plants are a great way to make your life more colorful while you are living in a city apartment and

don't see any plants around you. These plants don't need a soil to grow and are designed for

people like that. This book teaches you how to shop and buy air plants that best suits you and your

apartment, creating perfect enviroment for your plant and how to maintain it. This book is pretty

short but make no mistake, it's very informative. It just shows that you shouldn't have excuses and

it's very fast and straightforward way to introduce more colors in your life.

This book is very helpful in understanding how to manage air plants and know the types of plants

that grow in air. In this book also are tutorials on how to grow them in such a way that it won't live in

a short period of time only. This book is very informative and it has explained well the characteristics

of air plants. This book makes me want to grow these kind of plants right away. I am very much

amazed of this book.

Air plants for the home have been around for years. Popularity is returning and this book has good

information. Air plants are great little plants that fit almost anywhere. If you are new to them,this

book will be a must read.

good information, but not much more than an all incompasing overview, would have been nice with

more in depth details. Also, some pictures would have been nice, So not worth the price.

Good information, learned a few more tips on the care of air plants, however was disappointed in

the amount of information in the book.Felt that the book should have contained more for the price

charged.



I got a lot from this. It would have been better with pictures but not necessary. Thanks for the info.

My Plants have grown one and a half inches. I love them.Ruby

I liked how it went into the different plants, planters, and environment for these plants. However, I

thought it might help if they had some pictures to see so that you had an idea of what they looked

like. It would.have helped to be able to see what you.might want around your area.

Very well written and very informing.
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